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ELECTRON-CAPTURE AND LOSS CROSS SECTIONS 

OF 5- TO 70-keV HYDROGEN IONS IN MAGNESDJM VAPOR* 

Klaus H. Berkner, Robert V. Pyle, and J. Warren Stearns 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley,California 

August 13, 1968 ' 

ABSTRACT 

Experimental electron-capture and loss scross sections of 5- to 70-

keV hydrogen atoms and ions in magnesium vapor are reported for the 

processes 

+ 00 + 0 - 0 H -+ H , H -+ H ,H -+ H , and H -+ H . 

The cross sections for these processes are compared with measurements by 

other groups. + 0 Results for the H -+ H capture process in magnesium are 

compared with the semiclassical formulation by Bates and Mapleton and with 

Born-approximation (Brinkman-Kramers) calculations by Hiskes adjusted 

according to prescriptions by Mapleton and by Nikolaev. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

At, proton energies between about 5 and 30 keV,cross sections for 

electron capture from metal vapors are much larger than from common gases. 

This is true of total capture cross sections and for capture into highly 

excited levels. capture from magnesium vapor into,the level with prin-
I 

cipal quantum number n 6 is the subject of a separate paper.l Here we 
I " 

report measurements of total cross sections for electron capture and loss 

by 5- to 70-keV protons in Mg t'or the following processes: 

H+ 0 
(1) 0'10: +Mg-)oH + 

0'01: HO 
+ Mg -+ H+ + (2) 

HO + Mg - (3) O'oi: -)oH + ... 

-
-)0 HO 

(4) O'io: H +Mg + ••.. 

At present, cross sections for electron capture from heavy atoms are 

essentially impossible to calculate in the energy range considered here. 

As a result, there is considerable interest in classical approximations
2 

and in semiempirical methods of adjusting results of the relatively easily 

evaluated Brinkman-Kramers (B-K) approximation. 3 ,4 Both approaches have 

given good results for the common gases; we shall see that the adjusted 

B-K results give reasonably good agreement with magnesium experiments. 

II. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A 

collimated, momentum-analyzed beam of hydrogen atoms or ions, chopped at 

a frequency of 10.5 Hz, passed through an oven containing magnesium vapor. 

The various emerging charge components were separated electrostatically and 

III 
I 
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the charged fractions were collected in a Faraday cup with magnetic elec-

tron suppression. The neutral component was detected with a pyroelectric} 

phase-sensitive detection system5 whose calibration was checked with a 

proton beam at frequent intervals during the experiment. Both signals 

were amplified and integrated. 

The oven is shown schematically in Fig. 2. A commercial 50-watt 
I 

heating element was press-fit into a hole in a stainless steel cylinder 

in which a reservoir for the granular magnesium was machined. The oven 

and thermocouples were surrounded by a three-layer heat shield of dimpled 

0.25-mm-thick stainless steel. 

A gas-inlet line was provided so that the oven chamber could be used 

as a conventional gas cell. In this case a capacitance manometer was 

used to determine the gas pressure. The spacing between the entrance 

(0.75 mm diam) and exit (1.25 mm diam) collimators was 4.45 cm. 

Collimators ahead of the oven constrained the incident proton beam 

to a maximum possible angular divergence of ±3 mrad. This geometry} to

gether with angular-distribution measurements by Wittkower et al. 6 for 

protons traversing various gases} indicates that the 1.25-mm-diam exit 

aperture should transmit essentially all of the reaction products as well 

as the noninteracting fraction of the incident beam. Similarly} all 

emerging particles fell within the collectors. This was demonstrated for 

the charged components and inferred from geometry for the neutral beam. 

Chromel-alumel thermocouples were fastened at the top and bottom of 

the oven. At equilibrium} these thermocouples agreed to within 0.3% 

in our operating range. Measurements with the bottom thermocouple were 

used in the magnesium vapor-pressure determinations. The thermocouple 

• 

I;, 

.. 
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was calibrated in situ in the following way:7 The oven was loaded with 

pure zinc, which melts within the temperature range used in our experi-

ments. The oven temperature was slowly raised and lowered past the 

melting point of zinc (419.4°C) ~ith constant power in the oven heater. 

A plateau in an oven t~mperature vs time plot allowed a calibra-
I 

an uncertainty of approximately A similar 

calibration was made 
'II, " 

I I 0 .I 

with metallic lead at 327.5 C. 
I 

After the oven was loaded with magnesium it was outgassed at a high 

temperature for 12 or more hours before data were taken. After the oven 

had been heated for approximately an hour, cross sections did not vary 

until the magnesium was almost exhausted. 

For the aOl and aoi measurements, a neutral hydrogen beam could be 

produced by allowing the protons to capture electrons from helium gas 

introduced upbeam of the first collimator; in this case the ions remain-

ingin the beam were swept out by a magnet ahead of the oven. By intro-

ducing helium in the region between the accelerator and the momentum-

analyzing magnet, a small current of H- ions could be produced by double 

electron capture; the momentum-analyzing magnet could then be adjusted 

to transmit only this charge state. 

Measurements at each energy were made for at least five different 

target thicknesses. The maximum target thickness for each process was 

determined by the competition of secondary processes, as discussed in 

14 -2 the appendix, and never exceeded 3 x 10 cm . Most of the measurements 

%eported here were taken during a period of 1 month, but alO measurements 

have been repeated at frequent intervals during an 8-month period; they 

agree among them'selves to within 10%. 
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III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Although the cross sections, aif, for collisions in which a hydrogen 

ion (or ato~) of charge i either captures or loses an electron and is left 

with charge f were determined by passing a beam initially in charge state 

i through fairly thin targets, the analysis requires enough comment that 

we defer it to the appendix. 

The measured values of alO' aOl' aio' and aoi are presented in Table I. 

The values of magnesium vapor pressure as a function of oven temperature 

that were used to obtain these cross sections were taken from the supple-

, 8 9 
ment to the book by Hultgren et al. The standard errors shown in Table I 

are based on estimates of uncertainties in the effective length of the tar-

get cell, the temperatures used in calculating vapor pressures, approxima-

tions and constants used in the data analysis, and on internal consistency. 

They do not include the uncertainty in the magnesium vapor pressure, which 

is apparently quite difficult to determine. The evaluated data in Ref. 8 

have an assigned uncertainty (95% confidence level) equivalent to about 

. 10 ±20% in the vapor pressure. 

Our values of alO are plotted in Fig. 3, together with the other data 

of which we are aware. 11-13 The values of Barnett et al. 13 in the_energy 

range 15 to 50 keV are based on the same vapor-pressure data that we used. 

The Futch and Moses 4- to 45-keV values12 were based on Ref. 9, and in 

Fig. 3 have been multiplied by 0.81 to take account of the new thermo

dynamic evaluation given in Ref. 8. According to Illin et al.,14 their 

vapor pressures were not accurately determined, and consequently only 

the shape of the curve should be considered. Nevertheless, their data 

are in fairly good quantitative agreement with the other experiments. 

I I 

~/ 
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Excluding uncertainties in the tabulated vapor pressures, we esti-

mated probable errors of about ±15%. Our data are consistently about 30% 

below the values of Barnett et al.,13 who also assign errors of ±15% to 

their results. Il'in et al. and Futch and Moses did not report estimated 

uncertainties. 

Also shown in Fig. 3 are the results of various theoretical models 

15 1 

for the capture cross section. The curve labeled B&M(Cl) obtained from 

the classical expression of Bates and Mapleton2 lies well above the experi-

mental points at the higher energies, where the theory should be most 

valid. The other curves are based on Brinkman-Kramers calculations by 

Hiskes. 16 Although the Brinkman-Kramers approach is known to overesti-

mate cross sections at low energies, Hiskes has shown that ratios of 

various quantities calculated in this way quite accurately agree with 

reality.17 He has consequently calculated cross sections for capture into 

individual quantum states (n = 1 to 11) for many of the elements. His 

calculated total cross sections for capture of the 3s2, 2p6, and 2s2 

electrons of magnesium, using the best available wave functions18 in the 

prior and the post approximations, are given by curves H(Pr) and H(Po). 

Nikolaev has shown19 that an empirical expression can be obtained 

that quite accurately adjusts Brinkman-Kramers calculations (using the 

post interaction and hydrogen-like wave functions with Z = Zeff/neff 

determined by Slater's method) to agree with experiment in the case of 

common gases. To allow comparison with the present experimental results 

Hiskes has evaluated this form of the B-K cross section [curve N(H)]16 and 

we have applied Nikolaev's expression to curve N(H) to obtain curve N. 

Mapleton has suggested another approach for adjusting Brinkman-

Kramers calculations: The Jackson-Schiff (J-S) form of the Born approxi-

III 
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mation is known to give approximately the correct results for hydrogen. 

Mapleton has sh~wn)20)3 that quite good agreement with experiment is 

obtained in the cases of nitrogen) oxygen)and argon if the (J-S)/(B-K) 

ratio) evaluated for capture into H(ls) from hydrogen) is used to adjust 

the B-K result for the target of interest. In this spirit) we used these 

ratios15)2l to multiply the ,average of Hiskes' prior and post B-K calcu-

lations and obtained curve M o~ Fig~ 3. 
! 

The other measured cross sections are shown in Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3) 

the original data of Futch and Moses have been multiplied by 0.81 before 

plotting) to adjust them to the magnesium vapor-pressure data of Ref. 8. 
, 

The lines through our points are drawn in to guide the eye) and have no 

other significance. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

As can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4) measurements at various labora-

tories are in fair agreement. For those cases where error estimates are 

quoted) i.e.) this experiment and Ref. 13) the 001 data agree within the 

uncertainties) but the values of 010 and 001 are separated by roughly 

twice the uncertainty;of an individual measurement. There is a suggestion 

of a systematic error in one or both of these measurements) and the mag-

nesium vapor-pressure determination might seem most suspect. In our 

operat,ing range) approximately 320 to 420oC) the vapor pressure of mag

nesium changes about 2% per degree centigrade. If the thermocouple were 

not located at the point of lowest temperature within the oven) the vapor 

pressure would be overestimated and the calculated cross sections would 

be too low. We have no reason to believe that we overestimated the con-

trolling temperature) since heat is introduced at the top of our oven) 
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the thermocouple is at the bottom, and no magnesium condenses on the 

entrance and exit apertures during normal operation. It is also easy to 

show that escape of vapor through the orifices cannot affect the density 

appreciably. In spite of the difficulties in determining the magnesium 

vapor pressure, the disagreement among the different laboratories is'not 

much worse than it is for ordinary gas targets. 

The classical and Brinkman-Kramers formulations for alO are both 

most applicable at high energies. Unfortunately, the agreement between 

the classical theory and experiment at the upper end of our energy range 

is apparently worse for magnesium than it is for gases like neon and 

argon. The Brinkman-Kramers curves increasingly overestimate the cross 

sections as the energy decreases, but show a maximum at about the right 

energy. The prescription of Mapleton adjusts the B-K results for mag-

nesium in magnitude and shape so that they are irt quite good agreement 

with experiment. (The agreement is better than it is for low-energy 

protons in N2, O2, and Ar.) The agreement between experiment and the 

curve (N) based on B-K calculations with -nydrogep-like wave functions 

and Nikolaev's empirical expression is not as good as that obtained by 

Nikolaev for the common gases. (Nikolaev got 20 to 25% agreement in H2, 

He) Li) N2) Ne) Ar, andKr for 20-keV to l3-MeV protons.) 

In conclusion, although it is not yet possible to predict total 

cross sections to the accuracy with which experiments can be performed) 

the prescriptions of either Nikolaev or of Mapleton improve the Brinkman-

Kramers results significantly. Using either of them) it would appear to 

be possible to predict alO for protons in many gaseous materials to within 

a factor of two or three for energies from perhaps 5 keV up to the 

relativistic region. 

III 
'-I 
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APPENDIX 

The population of a charge state k) expressed as a fraction Fk of 

the total beam) is related to the target thickness rr = (target density) x 

(path length through target)) by the coupled equations 

j)k 1) 0) -1. (Al) 

The complete solutions to these equations for various initial conditions 

22 -
have been tabulated by Allison and Garcia-Munoz) but approximate solu-

tions are satisfactory for our purposes. To determine the magnitude of 

the various cross sections) we have used the solutions to first order in 

rr) which for a beam initially in charge state i are 

(A2) 

From t4ese we determined which secondary processes were important) even 

at small value's of rr; and made appropriate corrections to the first-order 

solutions. 

A. Determination of alO and aOl 

For energies greater than 10 keV the production of H by two-electron 

capture (al y)12 or one-electron capture (aoY) is small compared to the 
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processes described in Egs. (1) and (2)j consequently, we can determine 

010 and 001 by considering only a two-level system consisting of H+ and H. 

For a two-level system the exact solution to Eqs. (Al) for Fl , when the 

incident beam consists only of H atoms, is 

I 

(A3) 

If we expand the exponential in powers of 7TOOl and solve Eq. (A3) for 7TOOl' 

we get, to first order in 7T001 ' 

7TOOl 

[F 1 - 1 + exp( -7T010)] + {[F 1 - 1 + exp( -7T010)]2 + 47T010F 1 exp( -7T010)} ! 

2 exp( -7T010) 
(A4 ) 

By symmetry it is clear that the solution for 0lO,when the incident beam 

consists only of H+, is obtained by permutation of the indices 0 and 1. 

The cross sections 010 and 001 were obtained by an iteration pro

cedurej for example, in the case of electron capture our first estimate 

of 010 was obtained from a linear fit to Fo(7T) vs 7T. This estimate of 

.°10 and the measured Fl (7T) 'were used in Eg. (A4), and 001 was obtained 

from a least-squares fit to the various 7TOOl results. This value of 001 

and the measured FO(7T) were then used in the permuted form ofEg. (A4) 

to obtain a least-squares weighted value of 010. Our criterion for con

vergence was that the results of successive iterations should differ by 

less than 5%. This was achieved in all cases after the second interation . 

cycle. 

At our two lowest energies, 001 and 010 are comparable to or exceed 

.. 
\ 
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aolj hence the production of H- is no longer negligible, and we must 

determine whether or not this invalidates our two-level calculational 

model. A large H- fraction might affect the determination of aOl because 

0-+ of proton production by the two-step process H ~ H ~ H. For small 

enough values of v, the proton fraction from this process is egual to 
I 

~ v2
[ (aoiail)/(ail + aio)]. Although the cross section for two-electron 

I 
loss (ail) is not known, it must be smaller than that for one-electron 

loss (aio). From Allison's compilation for gas targets we find that the 

ratio aio/ail is always greater than five in the 5- to lO-keV range; we 

assume that five is also a minimum value for this ratio in Mg. From our 

measured aio (see below) we determined the contribution to the two-step 

process as a function of v. Our measurements were restricted to target 

thicknesses for which this contribution was less than ~ 2%, so we used 

the two-level system for our analysis. 

B. Determination of alo 

The cross section alo is larger than any of the others, and no cor

rections to Eg. (A2) for secondary processes were necessary. However, 

our method of producing H- was very inefficient. As a result the measure-

ment of FO(V) was complicated by detector noise, and we limited ourselves 

to establishing the magnitude of this cross section at three points of 

our energy range. 

c. Determination of aol 

For the determination of aoi we again argue that ail must be less than 

Th th · t·t·· b t HO ~ H- and H- ~ HO [Egs. (3) aio. us e maln compe 1 lon lS e ween ~ ~ 

and (4)], and Eg. (A4) (with the index 1 repla~ed by -1) can be used in 

the analysis. Since Eg. (A4) does not take into account the attenua-
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tion of the HO beam due to electron loss, HO ~ H+ [Eq. (2)], we limited 

our target thicknesses so that the error introduced by this process was 

less than 5%. The 0io used in the appropriate form of Eq. (A4) was inter-

polated from our three measured values, andooi was obtained from a least

squares fit to the various 7r0oi· These corrections for 0io changed our 

first estimate based on Eq. (A2),'typically by:30% but by as much as 40% 
I 

for the worst case (5 keV). Since our estimated error inoio is ±25%, 

this correction introduces, at worst, an uncertainty of ±10%. 
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FIGURE' LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. The experimental arrangement. The Faraday cup was used alter

natively for H+ and H measurements. 

Fig. 2. The magnesium vapor cell . 

. Fig. 3; The total eleciron-capture cross section, 0"10' for the process 
, . 

+ 0 . : 
H + Mg -+ H + ... vs proton energy. !Experimental: _,present 

work; 0, Ref. 11; 6, Ref. 12; <), Ref. 13. Theoretical: H(Pr) 

and H(Po) are Brinkman-Kramersprior.and post calculations by 

Hiskes; N(H) is a B-K calculation by Hiskes using 

hydrogen-like wave functions (see text). B&M(Cl) is a classical 

calculation, Refs. 2 and 15; curve N was obtained by adjusting 

N(H) with Nikolaev's semiempirical prescription of Ref. 4; curve 

M was obtained by multiplying the average of H(Pr) and H(Po) by 

ratios suggested by Mapleton, Refs. 3 and 15· 

Fig. 4. Experimental total charge-exchange cross sections of protons in 

- 0 magnesium vapor for the processes H + Mg -+ H + ... (0"10); 

HO + Mg -+ H+ + .. , (0"01); HO + Mg -+ H + ... (0"01)' ., present 

work; 0, Ref. 11; 6, Ref. 12; <), Ref. 13· 
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report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities 'with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
.Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




